
Fractions 

Week beginning 6th July 

Maths Lesson 1 – Fractions Greater than 1 

You can also view this lesson on a video which has been uploaded onto the School’s Learning Platform in both the Year 3 and Year 4’s 

section.  It is named Year 3 and 4 Maths PCJS Fractions Greater than 1. 

Today, we will be looking at fractions that are greater than one whole. This will only focus on the number of equal parts and not 

improper fractions or mixed numbers (this is a Y5 objective). 

When thinking about fractions, we look at how many parts there are.  

A numerator is showing how many parts you have and a denominator shows how many parts 

there are in total. 

 ½ means that there is one part of the two parts in total. 

2 parts make a whole with this shape. 

 

Here, you are asked to complete the part-whole models and sentences. A part-whole model is a 
diagram we use to show what something is as a whole and as separate parts. 
 
This problem wants to know how many quarters there are altogether. In the top circle, it shows 2 
bars and each bar has 4 squares. 5 out of those 8 squares are shaded. On the first bar, all 4 squares 
are shaded which means one whole or 4 quarters. On the second bar, only one square is shaded 
which we know is one quarter. This means: 

There are 5 quarters altogether. 
5 quarters = 1 whole and 1 quarter. 

 

 

  

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-an-equivalent-fraction-definition-examples.html&psig=AOvVaw0sGihpiF0jjStP77R_oVLI&ust=1592987095482000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLCEl87Bl-oCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


Question: 

Which is the greater fraction? 4/4 or ¼? How do you know? 

< less than 

> greater than 

= equal to 

We know that 4/4 is greater as there are 4 parts shaded in total and with ¼, only 1 part is shaded. 

So we would say 4/4 > ¼. We would say it like this because we have to read from left to right.  

 

Here, we have 3 rows of cubes.  

In each row there are 5 cubes.  

The first 2 rows show all 5 shaded blue.  

However, in the bottom row, only 3 out of the 5 are shaded blue.  

They are correct that these fractions are fifths as we know one row of five cubes 

represents one whole. The mistake they have made is that they think each of the cubes 

on the top two rows is a whole when in facts they each represent one fifth. 

Using what I know, I can see that there are 2 wholes and then 3 fifths.  

This means that 13/5 would be written as 2 whole and 3 fifths. This is because we have 2 full bars and then a bar that shows 3 out of 5 

parts. 

 

Task: Answer the questions on the worksheet named ‘Fractions Greater than 1.’ Afterwards, use the answer sheet to mark your work 

and make any corrections. 



 



 



 



 



Fractions 

Week beginning 6th July 

Maths Lesson 2 – Count in Fractions 

Today, we will continue exploring fractions that are greater than one. We will look at improper fractions and mixed numbers. 

An improper fraction is when the numerator is greater than the denominator e.g. 10/8 

A mixed number fraction is when you say the number of whole and parts, so 10/8 is the 

same as 1 whole and 2 eighths (1 2/8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here, you are asked to complete the sequence. In question a, the fractions are sevenths but you will notice the numerators are 

descending (going down in order) which means the next two fractions will be 9/7 and then 8/7. 

Question b is also descending whereas question c and d are both ascending (going up in order). 

Have a go at completing these yourself and the answers will be on the following page. 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.w3resource.com/sql/order-by.php&psig=AOvVaw2Gro1hp_BZ9P24i19tYumE&ust=1593523891599000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLDvsJ6Rp-oCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


Here, you are asked to complete the fraction number line. 

Look at the last fractions and bar models as you have all 

three answers here. There are three bars altogether. Two of 

them are wholes and the third has 3 out of 4 parts. This can 

be represented as a mixed number fraction 2 ¾ (2wholes 

and 3 quarters). It can also be represented as an improper 

fraction BUT 15/4 is not correct! This should be 11/4 

because we have 2 wholes (which would be 8/4) plus an 

additional ¾, totalling eleven quarters. 

You can see that 2 wholes is further back along the number 

line which must mean this number line is going in ascending 

order. It would be easier to work out backwards and just 

take off one part each time.  

This means the next fraction along will be: 

Have a go at completing the rest yourself! 

  

 

Answers for the previous page: 

 

 

Task: Answer the questions on the worksheet 

named ‘Count in Fractions.’ Afterwards, use the 

answer sheet to mark your work and make any 

corrections. 

8/4 (8 quarters) 

2 (2 wholes) 

2 whole bars 



 



 



 



 



Fractions 

Week beginning 6th July 

Maths Lesson 3 – Equivalent Fractions (1) 

Today you will be using bar models to show equivalent fractions. Equivalent means equal to or the same. 

Here, we have a fraction wall. This is a helpful tool to 

show fractions that are equivalent to each other. 

1 whole is the same as 2 halves. 

1 half is the same as 2 quarters. 

1 third is the same as 4 twelfths. 

TOP TIP: Use a ruler to hold up against the fractions 

to see which others line up to them. This means they 

are equivalent because they are equal or the same. It 

helps if you know your times tables really well to 

work these out! 

 

 

What would 2 tenths be equivalent to?  

 

What would 4 sixths be equivalent to? (There are three possible answers here) 

 

There are 5 more equivalent fractions to 1 half shown on this fraction wall. Can you find them all?  

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-m77Pfug_XU0/XGPVQK2HJLI/AAAAAAAAAlw/nsTG3JqMUv4IRBHdBBAaK96S6VbK21p4gCLcBGAs/s1600/Fraction%2BWall.png&imgrefurl=http://4m1819.blogspot.com/2019/02/maths-focus-fractions.html&tbnid=gK0g_Y1qlcq58M&vet=12ahUKEwiIuofxnanqAhVCZRoKHSpiCD8QMygbegUIARCOAg..i&docid=31Mg04-8gDXxCM&w=1600&h=1046&q=fraction wall&safe=strict&ved=2ahUKEwiIuofxnanqAhVCZRoKHSpiCD8QMygbegUIARCOAg


The bar with green squares has 10 parts in total and 5 of 

those squares have been shaded. This is represented as 

5/10 but this is also equivalent to one half. This is because 

half of the squares have been shaded. 

The rhombus has been split into 2 parts and one part is 

shaded blue meaning one of the 2 parts is shaded. This is 

represented as ½. 

The square has 12 separate parts to it and 6 of those 

squares have been shaded red. This can be represented as 

6/12 which is also equivalent to ½ as half of the squares are 

shaded. 

On the circle there are 5 parts in total but only 3 parts are 

shaded in red. This is represented as 3/5. It cannot be equivalent to one half as you cannot have half of an odd number. Therefore, the 

circle is the odd one out. All the other shapes are representing one half as a fraction. 

 

Task: Answer the questions on the worksheet named ‘Equivalent Fractions (1).’ 

Afterwards, use the answer sheet to mark your work and make any corrections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 



Fractions 

Week beginning 6th July 

Maths Lesson 4 – Equivalent Fractions (2) 

Today you will be using number lines to find and represent equivalent fractions. REMEMBER equivalent means equal to or the same. 

If you are given a number line, you may be asked to find, order or place fractions in a space. 

 

On the first bar model there is one missing fraction. It is halfway along between 0 and 1. You can see the bar has been split into 2 equal 

parts. The fraction represented is ½ as this is showing 1 of the 2 parts shaded. 

On the second bar model there are three missing fractions. You can see in the white section, it has been split into 2 equal parts but 

then on the pink section, it has been split into four equal parts. This means they are made up of quarters. Therefore, the missing 

fractions are ¼, 2/4 and ¾. 

When you are asked which fractions are equivalent, you can see that ½ is the same size as 2/4 on the bar models. REMEMBER the 

same means equivalent. 

 

 

 



 

 

Here, you are shown two different people’s number lines. 

I can see that Alex has split each of her number lines into equal parts. The top 

number line is split into 6 equal parts whereas the number line underneath is 

split into 3 equal parts. The fractions shown are 2/6 and 1/3. These are 

equivalent fractions. 

Tommy has two number lines but I can see the top number line has NOT been 

split into equal parts. The fraction cannot possibly be showing 3/6 as it is not 

split into 6 equal parts. The bottom number line is in fact showing 1/3 though 

as you can see it is split into 3 equal parts. We also know that, from previous 

learning, 3/6 is equivalent to ½. 

Alex is correct about her fractions being equivalent because her number lines 

have been split into equal parts. 

 

 

 

 

Task: Answer the questions on the worksheet named ‘Equivalent Fractions (1).’ Afterwards, use the answer sheet to mark your work 

and make any corrections. 

 

 



 



 



 



 


